
1 February 2022: SHS SAC Notes:
In attendance: Talmage Trujillo, Darcy Harris, Jodi Petit, Stacey Follet, Cory Scheffel, Joi Jenkins, Kelly Hamilton, Julie
Spezze, Jodi DeMoss, Adam Martinez, Meryl Tolsma, Beth Sather, Natalie Mills, and Kimberly Parker

Miscellaneous Questions:
Block Schedule: Since many students have new classes at the start of the semester due to the block schedule, is there an
availability to meet parents before the new semester begins?
Registration nights: Are the parents going to receive the same information as before. Perhaps there could be an option to meet
the teachers and then register? Difficulty of meeting teachers if the teachers are also coaches. How can this be amended?

Parent Teacher Conferences (PTCs)
Possibility to send out email to teachers supporting that they encourage appointments?

Prework with the conferences  appointment by
Issue with appointments:

No way to meet with every parent.
In the past we have put out papers where parents who were unable to meet with them could make appointments,
and most of those sheets were left blank.
Too soon to the date in order to make changes.
10 minute slots set out around the building were helpful

Many parents have not seen anything about PTCs (a couple of weeks ago an announcement was sent. We’ll send another
one, too.)
Redundancy of events: At the beginning of the year the open house and parent teacher conferences piggyback one
another, making it not as meaningful.

Do something different possibly next fall, like have clubs and departments present their programs to showcase
some of SHS’s classes and offerings.
Other options: Set up a compressed schedule to “walk the path of your child,” where each teachers are able to
meet with the parents and explain their curriculum
Cory has it noted!

Michael Verdaraine partnerships with CMC and internships (BUS 181)

Natalie Mills and Full Circle Restorative Justice (FCRJ):
Partnership goes back nearly a decade to:

Support advisory groups and manage conflicts
Kimberly Parker, director and Natalie Mills, employee to work with schools (now has weekly office hours at
SHS)
Juvenile Diversion: Avoiding the “school to prison pipeline.” Works to help children not being in the system and
working through the issue without gaining a record. Helps to build up students, not beat them down with
collateral consequences.

Establishes responsibilities and expectations (has created more continuity with the younger generation
since it’s more of a part of the school culture)
Received grant August 2021: Helps to give mental and behavioral health supports (funding has been
able to help pay for +75 students and educators to have access to services this since the fall - anticipates
more than 100 by the end of semester)

FCRJ refers out to mental health providers; acts as a conduit in order to help people access the
services that they need



School counselors are typically involved in and would like to continue to be so - want everyone
to know that they are still involved and wanting to support the students
Past example of FCRJ example at SHS:

Academic Integrity issue: With the newspaper as the result they had two people meet
and connect with what was going on

Truancy: We’ve realized that FCRJ much more effective than taking legal action:
Trends three different kinds:

Logistical problems (like transportation)
Hope to integrate many of the counselors in this process

Students having conflicts with teachers or who have fallen behind in classes
Feeling discomfited for one reason or another with attending class

More complex issues impeding students from feeling comfortable going to school
FCRJ asking for student-based solutions (much more effective - evidence-based)
Really tries to leverage relationships of which the counseling department is key (the
bigger the “trouble” one is in, the bigger the circle becomes, which “typically blows
their mind,” allowing students to see that their issue is important and they have many
supportive members to help them improve their plight

Similar to procedures done in Buena Vista concerning truancy issues:
Identify the issue: after 5 truancies, there’s a meeting.
After the number of absences that would trigger truancy court, they attempt to amend the issue
(trying to avoid court as this has not shown itself to be totally productive)
Covid has been an issue as it has exacerbated the issue of students not feeling connected (thus
the even greater and more effective procedure of pushing kids to be “part of the solution and
address conflict”).

FCRJ works with the family immediately
Counseling office: How can our offices do more of what FCRJ?

More discipline based with Dean (Scheffel and Talmage); attempts to address issues quickly; would like
to have more time to work with students, esp. If a relationship has been damaged (connect with FCRJ).
When FCRJ addresses a case, it’s recommended to the students, and FCRJ takes over.

Write up of the agreement from FCRJ makes new agreements between the two parties (upload
electronic documents for ease of everyone and for accountability)
Sharing offices so Sheffel and FCRJ can connect (discipline already rolling)

Still attempting to figure out the best ways for the counseling department to work together
Parent volunteers are always welcome!

Onward:
Press finding next Tuesday, February 8, 2022
Onward has been working diligently with the staff to create some ideas of different pathways for graduation
HS may be presenting or not … dependent upon if staff feels “ready”

A bit different than the work with Onward (seeking community input upon what are our key education values)
Much more specific as far as talking about what classes will be offered by each department, answering the
questions of what are the classes and skills that students need to have

We will send NWEA data to show our students’ gains with math and English
Teacher report from compiled data of staff recommendations

How does the block really affect students?



Issues of having the semester off of English and math
Data from NWEA (company we use in order to show growth)
Scale between 100-250 (predicted that students’ scores would lower after a hiatus from English or math

Math prediction: NWEA predicts that nationally, most students will lose 4 points from May to August
Actual result: Students lost 3 points when tested

Other students who didn’t have math until this January (Students GAINED 1 point)
Geometry has stayed the same

Students are not sliding back.
The block schedule can still work.

8th and 9th who had a gap (Class of 2025, last year’s 8th graders, this year’s freshmen)
English prediction: Most students would lose +2 points.

Actual result: January test scores showed that students stayed level (predicted that they would
lose 3 points)

Document with more details!

For discussion next meeting, March 1, 2022:
Scheduling for next year 2022-2023
Parent Teacher Conference Recap.
Onward Meeting with the Board
Capital Requests: Will honor what we said (budget-based - no prices, will be meeting with Sean Clark)

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cCsblPxN8MK8IBa8FbDufzEJa6msQtJOP62tGpmRYKU/edit

